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Entry Task: Lesson 1
Read the quoted lines below, which are from the text we will read next, and answer the questions that
follow.
THE FLOWER GIRL [with feeble defiance] I’ve a right to be here if I like, same as you.
THE NOTE TAKER. A woman who utters such depressing and disgusting sounds has no right to be
anywhere—no right to live. Remember that you are a human being with a soul and the divine gift of
articulate speech: that your native language is the language of Shakespeare and Milton and The Bible;
and don’t sit there crooning* like a bilious** pigeon.
THE FLOWER GIRL [quite overwhelmed, and looking up at him in mingled wonder and
deprecation without daring to raise her head] Ah-ah-ah-ow-ow-ow-oo!
*crooning—singing
**bilious—sickening
• What would you guess this text is about?
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Gallery Walk Images and Texts
The Victorian era of British history was the period of Queen Victoria's reign from June 20, 1837,
until her death on January 22, 1901.
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Gallery Walk Images and Texts
Cockney
Cockney is probably the second most famous British accent. It originated in the East End of London,
but shares many features with and influences other dialects in that region.
Features:
• Raised vowel in words like trap and cat so these sound like “trep” and “cet.”
• London vowel shift: The vowel sounds are shifted around so that Cockney “day” sounds are
pronounced IPA dæɪ (close to American “die”) and Cockney buy verges near IPA bɒɪ (close to
American “boy”).
• Glottal stopping: the letter t is pronounced with the back of the throat (glottis) in between vowels;
hence better becomes IPA be?ə (sounds to outsiders like “be’uh”).
• L-vocalization: The l at the end of words often becomes a vowel sound; hence pal can seem to
sound like “pow.” (I’ve seen this rendered in IPA as /w/, /o,/ and /ɰ/.)
• Th-fronting: The th in words like think or this is pronounced with a more forward consonant
depending on the word: thing becomes “fing,” this becomes “dis,” and mother becomes “muhvah.”
Wikipedia contributors. "Cockney." Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia. Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 19 Feb. 2014. Web. 27 Feb. 2014.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------No, but I was in repertory, which meant that I would do like 40 plays a year, one a week, so I was
playing all different sorts of people. But I am what’s called a Cockney, which is very, very workingclass London.
And a symbol of the class system in the ’60s was, for me, my first big role in a movie which got me
recognition was in a movie called Zulu, right? The director of the movie was an American, and I
was up for the part of the Cockney corporal. But it had been cast by the time I got to the audition.
And he said to me, “Can you do any other accent except the one you’ve got?” And I said, “I can do
any accent you like.” And he cast me as a very upper-crust toffee-nosed English officer.
I assure you, even if I said I could have done the accent, no British director would have cast me as
an upper-crust officer. And I was a big success—it started me on the road to stardom.
~Michael Caine
©2013 National Public Radio, Inc. NPR news report excerpt titled “Michael Caine: I Spent My Whole Life Doing Something That I Love” by NPR Staff was
originally published on NPR.org on May 30, 2013, and is used with the permission of NPR. Any unauthorized duplication is strictly prohibited.
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Gallery Walk Images and Texts, Continued

public domain
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Gallery Walk Images and Texts, Continued
The origins of London slums date back to the mid-18th century, when the population of London, or
the “Great Wen,” as William Cobbett called it, began to grow at an unprecedented rate. In the last
decade of the 19th century, London’s population expanded to four million, which spurred a high
demand for cheap housing. London slums arose initially as a result of rapid population growth and
industrialization. They became notorious for overcrowding, unsanitary, and squalid living conditions.
Most well-off Victorians were ignorant or pretended to be ignorant of the subhuman slum life, and
many who heard about it believed that the slums were the outcome of laziness, sin, and vice of the
lower classes. However, a number of socially conscious writers, social investigators, moral reformers,
preachers, and journalists, who sought solution to this urban malady in the second half of the 19th
century, argued convincingly that the growth of slums was caused by poverty, unemployment, social
exclusion, and homelessness.
The Slums of East London

Two of Phil May's depictions of life in the East End: East End Loafers and A Street-Row in the East End.

Image by Phil May
This image may be used without prior permission for any scholarly or educational purpose. victorianweb.org http://www.victorianweb.org/history/slums.html
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Gallery Walk Images and Texts, Continued

public domain
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Gallery Walk Images and Texts, Continued
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Gallery Walk Images and Texts, Continued

Cline, Gina Zorzi. "Victorian Women: Not What You Might Think." American Reading Company. 2014: Print.
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Gallery Walk Images and Texts, Continued

"My Fair Lady" http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
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Gallery Walk Images and Texts, Continued

public domain
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Gallery Walk Images and Texts, Continued

David Wright
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/deed.en
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Predictions Note-catcher
During the Gallery Walk:
What I think this text is about …

Clues from Gallery Walk

After the Sprit Read:
I think this text could be about …
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3-2-1 Exit Ticket
3: Write down three things you noticed about Victorian England from the Gallery Walk:
•
•
•
2: Write down two ideas you have about what you think Pygmalion is about:
•
•
1: Write down one question you have as we begin to read this play:
•
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Setting:
Picture A

Architect: Charles Fowler
This image may be used without prior permission for any scholarly or educational purpose. victorianweb.org
http://www.victorianweb.org/art/architecture/london/37i.html
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Setting:
Picture B

Monmouth Museum
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
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Setting:
Picture C

Minnesota Historical Society. Public Domain
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Entry Task: Lesson 2
Name:
Date:
Look carefully at the three pictures. Each picture shows a different setting in the play we are about to
read. Read the descriptions of the settings below. Next to each description, write the letter of the
picture that matches it.
Covent Garden: Eliza Doolittle works here, and also meets Henry Higgins and Colonel
Pickering here for the first time.
Mr. Higgins’ laboratory: This is what Henry Higgins’ laboratory (office) might have looked
like, where Eliza comes to live and be instructed by Mr. Higgins on speech and manners for
six months.
Mrs. Higgins’ parlor: This is what the home of Henry Higgins’ mother might have looked
like, where Eliza has her first introduction into British society, and also where she returns at
the end of the play.
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Text-Dependent Questions: Pygmalion, Section 1
Name:
Date:

Questions

Answers

1. Look up the word pedestrian in your
Reader’s Dictionary, and then rewrite its
sentence in the stage directions in your
own words.

2. Here, the author is trying to convey the
Flower Girl’s dialect by using phonetic
spelling. Look up the words dialect and
phonetic in your Reader’s Dictionary, and
state in your own words what the author is
attempting to do with this line.

3. What can we infer about the Flower Girl
from the stage directions’ description of
her appearance?
4. The stage directions state that the phonetic
spelling of the Flower Girl’s lines needs to
be abandoned, as people who do not live in
London will find her dialect unintelligible.
What does unintelligible mean, given the
context of its sentence?
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Text-Dependent Questions: Pygmalion, Section 1
Questions

Answers

5. We have two lines from the Note Taker on
page 19 where he calls the Flower Girl “a
silly girl” and then tells her to “shut up,”
but also shows concern for her and good
humor. What can we infer about his
personality from these lines?
6. In this section the Flower Girl is extremely
worried that she is being watched by the
police, or charged for misconduct by the
“gentleman.” Her worries are justified, as
they reflect the general treatment of
working-class people in Victorian
England. What can we infer about societal
opinion of working-class people from
these lines?
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Reader’s Notes: Pygmalion, Section 1
Name:
Date:

Section

Setting

Characters

Plot

1

How do setting, character,
and/or plot interact?
How does the rain in the
setting create the action in the
plot?
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Reader’s Notes: Pygmalion, Section 1
Reader’s Dictionary
Word/Phrase

Page

Definition

Word/Phrase

Page

pedestrian

15

someone who walks

amiable

17

phonetic

17

defined by sound

proximity

18

dialect

17

a variety of a language used by the
members of a particular group or
class

deprecating

18

unintelligible

17

sensibility

18

preoccupied

15

gumption

15
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Definition

Checking for Understanding Entry Task:
Pygmalion, Section 1
Name:
Date:
Use your Reader’s Notes from Section 1 of Pygmalion to answer the questions below.
1. What is the setting of the play in Act I?

2. How does the Flower Girl react to the knowledge that a person is writing down everything she is
saying?

3. How does the setting affect the plot of Section 1?
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Eliza Character Tracker: Part 1
Name:
Date:

Who is Eliza on the Outside (External Characteristics/Identity)
Act #

Description of what Eliza looks like, sounds like,
carries herself, etc).

Textual Evidence
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Page
#

Eliza Character Tracker: Part 1
Who is Eliza on the Outside (External Characteristics/Identity)
Act #

Description of what Eliza looks like, sounds like,
carries herself, etc).

Textual Evidence

24

Page
#

Eliza Character Tracker: Part 1
Who is Eliza on the Inside (Internal Characteristics/Identity)
Act #

Description of how Eliza views herself, what she
believes, and other internal characteristics

Textual Evidence:
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Page
#

Eliza Character Tracker: Part 1
Who is Eliza on the Inside (Internal Characteristics/Identity)
Act #

Description of how Eliza views herself, what she
believes, and other internal characteristics

Textual Evidence:
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Page
#

Eliza Character Tracker: Part 2
What has CHANGED EXTERNALLY in Eliza from Act 1 to Act 5?
What is the change? (Reason)

Why is it a change? (Evidence)
(Page # __ )

(Page # __ )

(Page # __ )
What has CHANGED INTERNALLY in Eliza from Act 1 to Act 5?
What is the change? (Reason)

Why is it a change? (Evidence)
(Page # __ )

(Page # __ )

(Page # __ )
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Eliza Character Tracker: Part 2
What has NOT CHANGED INTERNALLY in Eliza from Act 1 to Act 5?
What has not changed? (Reason)

How can you tell it hasn’t changed? (Evidence)
(Page # __ )

(Page # __ )

(Page # __ )

My Claim:
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Text-Dependent Questions:
Pygmalion, Section 2
Name:
Date:

Questions

Answers

1. Taken together, what can we infer about the
Flower Girl’s character from her first three
lines on page 22?

2. The stage directions for the Flower Girl’s next
line read: with feeble defiance. Feeble means
“weak.” If the Flower Girl is “weakly defiant,”
what can we infer about her character from
this line?

3. The stage directions for the Flower Girl’s line
on page 23 read: … without daring to raise
her head. What can we infer about her
character from this line?

4. The Note Taker (Henry Higgins) tells us that
he is a phonetics expert who can train people
to speak “better” English, and that the Flower
Girl’s current English will “keep her in the
gutter until the end of her days.” What can we
infer about the Flower Girl’s character from
his words?
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Checking for Understanding Entry Task:
Eliza Character Tracker
Name:
Date:
At the end of Act I, page 23, Higgins catches Eliza in a lie when she is trying to earn a little more
money and accuses her of the lie. Eliza (the Flower Girl) says to Higgins, flinging her flower basket at
his feet: “You ought to be stuffed with nails, you ought. Take the whole blooming basket for sixpence!”
Using your Eliza Character Tracker, explain what internal and external characteristics might have
caused Eliza to react this way. Be sure to explain your thinking using evidence from the tracker.
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Text-Dependent Questions:
Pygmalion, Section 3
Name:
Date:
Questions

Answers

1. In the stage directions in the beginning of Act
II, it states that Higgins is “rather like an
impetuous baby ‘taking notice’ eagerly and
loudly, and requiring almost as much
watching to keep him out of unintended
mischief.” Using the context clues in this
sentence, infer and write down a definition for
impetuous.
2. What can we determine about Eliza’s attitude
toward her meeting with Mr. Higgins from the
way her appearance is described?

3. On page 30, Higgins says that Eliza will be hit
with a broomstick if she doesn’t cooperate.
Seconds later, he offers her a handkerchief.
How does this exchange reflect the fact that he
is impetuous?
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Text-Dependent Questions:
Pygmalion, Section 3

Questions

Answers

4. Higgins takes on a bet with Pickering that in
six months he can “take [Eliza] anywhere and
pass her off as anything.” Does Eliza
understand what Mr. Higgins is proposing?
Use evidence from the play to support your
answer.

5. Eliza insists throughout Section 3 that she is a
“good girl,” that she doesn’t drink, that she
has never been in trouble, and that she has
“feelings same as anyone else.” How do these
statements show us the same internal
characteristics as our reading from Lesson 3,
when Eliza first meets Higgins at Covent
Garden?
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Character Note Sheet:
Pygmalion, Section 3
Name:
Date:
Character Note Sheet (Adjectives)
Eliza

Higgins
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Reader’s Notes:
Pygmalion, Section 3
Name:
Date:

Section

Setting

Characters

Plot

3

How do setting, character,
and/or plot interact?
What items in the room does
Higgins use to tempt Eliza to
stay?

What is the influence of
Colonel Pickering and Mrs.
Pearce on Higgins’s
recklessness?
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Checking for Understanding Entry Task:
Pygmalion, Section 3
Name:
Date:
Using your Reader’s Notes from Section 3, answer the following question.
Read this quote from Section 3:
Higgins (declaiming a poem about Eliza’s name with Pickering):
They took one apiece, and left three in it.
(They laugh heartily at their own wit.)
Liza: Oh, don’t be silly.
Mrs. Pearce: You mustn’t speak to the gentleman like that.
Liza: Well, why won’t he speak sensible to me?
This small exchange contains a great deal of information about Eliza and Higgins. Use your notes
from Section 3 to discuss what these lines show about the personalities of each character.
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Text-Dependent Questions:
Pygmalion, Section 4
Name:
Date:
Questions

Answers

1. Mrs. Pearce asks Mr. Higgins to be particular
about what he says in front of Eliza. Look up
the word particular in your Reader’s
Dictionaries. What is Mrs. Pearce asking
Higgins to do?

2. To understand the humor of Higgins’s line “I
swear! I never swear …,” it’s important to
know that “what the devil” was a popular
Victorian curse. Knowing this, why do you
think Victorian audiences would find this line
humorous?
3. Remember at this point that Higgins has just
made a bet that he can teach working-class
Eliza the speech and manners of a duchess,
raise her up out of the gutter, and pass her off
at a garden party as a lady. The author is
deliberately painting a picture here of Higgins
as an upper-class man who is very rude,
insensitive, and sloppy. How would this seem
very humorous to the audience watching the
play?
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Text-Dependent Questions:
Pygmalion, Section 4
Questions

Answers

4. We sometimes use the phrase “to have a
conscience” to mean that we have an inner
sense of morality: what is wrong and right.
What can we infer about Alfred Doolittle from
the phrase, “He … seems equally free from
fear and conscience”?
5. What can we infer about Alfred Doolittle’s
character from the fact that he is willing to
trade his daughter for money?
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Eliza Doolittle Character Pyramid:
Model
Name:
Date:

38

Eliza Doolittle Character Pyramid:
Blank
Name:
Date:
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Reader’s Notes:
Pygmalion, Section 4
Name:
Date:
Section

Setting

Characters

Plot

How do setting, character,
and/or plot interact?
Describe the character of
Alfred Doolittle.

4

What sort of a relationship do
Eliza and her father seem to
have?
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Reader’s Notes:
Pygmalion, Section 4
Reader’s Dictionary
Word/Phrase

Page

tyrannical

37

particular

37

diffident

38

overbearing

38

Definition

careful; thoughtful

41

Word/Phrase

Page

callous

42

incensed

46

Definition

Text-Dependent Questions:
Pygmalion, Section 5
Name:
Date:
Questions

Answers

1. The stage directions include almost one
full page of details about Mrs. Higgins’s
home. Why do you think this setting is
described in such detail?
2. Higgins says on page 50, “I know I have no
small talk; but people don’t mind.” What
does he mean he has “no small talk”?
3. Higgins says at the bottom of page 50,
“Oh, I can’t be bothered with young
women. My idea of a loveable woman is
something as like you as possible. I shall
never get into the way of seriously liking
young women: some habits lie too deep to
be changed.… Besides, they’re all idiots.”
How do these lines connect to the original
myth of Pygmalion that we read and
discussed earlier?
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Text-Dependent Questions:
Pygmalion, Section 5
Name:
Date:
Questions

Answers

4. On page 51, Higgins says, “You see, I’ve got
her pronunciation all right; but you have
to consider not only how a girl
pronounces, but what she pronounces.”
What does he mean by this?
5. The stage directions on page 52 state,
“Mrs. and Miss Eynsford-Hill are the
mother and daughter who sheltered from
the rain in Covent Garden.” Why do you
think Shaw reintroduces these two
characters at this point in the play? (Hint:
Think about this interaction of setting and
characters when you fill in your Reader’s
Notes for homework.)
6. When Liza says, on page 56, “There’s lots
of women has to make their husbands
drunk to make them fit to live with,” how
does this relate to Higgins’s lines
mentioned in Question 4?
7. On the bottom of page 56, Freddy says,
“The new small talk. You do it so awfully
well” to Eliza.
What does he mean by this?
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Text-Dependent Questions:
Pygmalion, Section 5
Name:
Date:
Questions

Answers

8. On page 57, Liza exclaims, “Walk! Not
bloody likely. I am going in a taxi.” Here,
the use of the word “bloody” was meant to
be shocking, as it was a strong swear word
used onstage. What is the author trying to
show us about Eliza’s changes in character
here (think of this scene in contrast with
her situation in the very first scene in the
rain at Covent Garden)?
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Reader’s Notes:
Pygmalion, Section 5

Section

Setting

Characters

5

Plot

How do setting,
characters, and/or
plot interact?
How does the new
setting in this scene
highlight some of the
changes we see in Eliza?
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Reader’s Notes:
Pygmalion, Section 5
Reader’s Dictionary
Word/Phrase

Page

Definition

Word/Phrase

Page

Definition

flat

49

apartment

genteel

52

proper

absurdities

49

ridiculous situations
or things

cynical

54

estheticism

49

preference for how
things look; taste

barometrical

55

relating to
temperature

bravado

52

Showing boldness to
impress or
intimidate

influenza

55

scientific word for
flu
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Checking for Understanding Entry Task:
Pygmalion, Section 5
Name:
Date:

Use your Reader’s Notes from Section 5 of Pygmalion and the text to answer the question below.
1. Eliza speaks, acts, and dresses successfully as a “lady” in this scene, but her topics of conversation
with the Eynsford-Hills do not quite match her appearance. Give an example of statements Eliza
made that the Eynsford-Hills considered shocking.
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Reader’s Dictionary:
Pygmalion, Section 6
Word/Phrase

Page

Definition

Word/Phrase

dialects

59

form of a
language that
is spoken in a
particular area

quaintest

most odd, most
unusual

dash me

59

British slang:
“I’ll be
damned”

frightfully

British
English:
extremely

pitch

59

highness or
lowness of
sound

gramophone
disks

records

bee in her
bonnet

59

slang: a person
with a “bee in
her bonnet” is
upset about
something

confounded

59

slang/curse:
“damn,” as in
“the damn cat”
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Page

Definition

Mid-Unit 2 Assessment: Using Evidence, Theme, and Inference to Analyze an Unseen
Passage in Pygmalion
Name:
Date:
Long-Term Learning Targets Assessed
I can cite several pieces of text-based evidence to support an analysis of literary text. (RL.7.1)
I can analyze the interaction of literary elements of a story or drama. (RL.7.3)
I can use a variety of strategies to determine the meaning of unknown words or phrases. (L.7.4)
Directions: Read the following scene from Act 3 of Pygmalion. Use the text to answer the questions
below.
MRS. HIGGINS [quieting Henry with a touch] Colonel Pickering: will you tell me what is the exact
state of things in Wimpole Street?
PICKERING [cheerfully: as if this completely changed the subject] Well, I have come to live there with
Henry. We work together at my Indian Dialects; and we think it more convenient—
MRS. HIGGINS. Quite so. I know all about that: it's an excellent arrangement. But where does this
girl live?
HIGGINS. With us, of course. Where would she live?
MRS. HIGGINS. But on what terms? Is she a servant? If not, what is she?
PICKERING [slowly] I think I know what you mean, Mrs. Higgins.
HIGGINS. Well, dash me if I do! I've had to work at the girl every day for months to get her to her
present pitch. Besides, she's useful. She knows where my things are, and remembers my
appointments and so forth.
MRS. HIGGINS. How does your housekeeper get on with her?
HIGGINS. Mrs. Pearce? Oh, she's jolly glad to get so much taken off her hands; for before Eliza came,
she had to have to find things and remind me of my appointments. But she's got some silly bee in her
bonnet about Eliza. She keeps saying "You don't think, sir": doesn't she, Pick?
49

Mid-Unit 2 Assessment: Using Evidence, Theme, and Inference to Analyze an Unseen
Passage in Pygmalion
PICKERING. Yes: that's the formula. "You don't think, sir." That's the end of every conversation about
Eliza.
HIGGINS. As if I ever stop thinking about the girl and her confounded vowels and consonants. I'm
worn out, thinking about her, and watching her lips and her teeth and her tongue, not to mention her
soul, which is the quaintest of the lot.
MRS. HIGGINS. You certainly are a pretty pair of babies, playing with your live doll.
HIGGINS. Playing! The hardest job I ever tackled: make no mistake about that, mother. But you have
no idea how frightfully interesting it is to take a human being and change her into a quite different
human being by creating a new speech for her. It's filling up the deepest gulf that separates class from
class and soul from soul.
PICKERING [drawing his chair closer to Mrs. Higgins and bending over to her eagerly] Yes: it's
enormously interesting. I assure you, Mrs. Higgins, we take Eliza very seriously. Every week—every
day almost—there is some new change. [Closer again] We keep records of every stage—dozens of
gramophone disks and photographs—
HIGGINS [assailing her at the other ear] Yes, by George: it's the most absorbing experiment I ever
tackled. She regularly fills our lives up; doesn't she, Pick?
PICKERING. We're always talking Eliza.
HIGGINS. Teaching Eliza.
PICKERING. Dressing Eliza.
MRS. HIGGINS. What!
HIGGINS. Inventing new Elizas.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Mid-Unit 2 Assessment: Using Evidence, Theme, and Inference to Analyze an Unseen
Passage in Pygmalion
1a. What does the word assailing mean in these lines from the text Pygmalion?
“HIGGINS [assailing her at the other ear] Yes, by George: it's the most absorbing experiment
I ever tackled. She regularly fills our lives up; doesn't she, Pick?” (L.7.4)
a.
b.
c.
d.

approaching
attacking
tricking
convincing

1b. Which set of the following stage directions and pieces of dialogue helps you see that Higgins and
Pickering are assailing Mrs. Higgins?
a. PICKERING [slowly] I think I know what you mean, Mrs. Higgins.
b. PICKERING [cheerfully: as if this completely changed the subject] Well, I have come to live
there with Henry. We work together at my Indian Dialects; and we think it more
convenient—
c. PICKERING [drawing his chair closer to Mrs. Higgins and bending over to her eagerly] Yes:
it's enormously interesting. I assure you, Mrs. Higgins, we take Eliza very seriously. Every
week—every day almost—there is some new change. [Closer again]
d. PICKERING. Yes: that's the formula. "You don't think, sir." That's the end of every
conversation about Eliza.
2a. Based on the passage from Pygmalion, what is Mrs. Higgins’s opinion about the experiment her
son and Colonel Pickering are conducting on Eliza? (RL.7.1)
a. Mrs. Higgins believes they are foolish and have not considered how the experiment will affect
Eliza in the future.
b. Mrs. Higgins is proud of her son and Colonel Pickering, which is why she agreed to host Eliza
at her home.
c. Mrs. Higgins thinks that Eliza will have a better future because of the improvements her son
and Colonel Pickering have given her.
d. Mrs. Higgins is deeply concerned about what Mrs. Pearce, the housekeeper, thinks of Eliza
living in her son’s house.
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Mid-Unit 2 Assessment: Using Evidence, Theme, and Inference to Analyze an Unseen
Passage in Pygmalion
2b. Which sentence from the passage best supports your understanding of Mrs. Higgins’s opinion
about the experiment with Eliza?
a.
b.
c.
d.

“I know all about that: it's an excellent arrangement.”
“Colonel Pickering: will you tell me what is the exact state of things in Wimpole Street?”
“But on what terms? Is she a servant? If not, what is she?”
“How does your housekeeper get on with her?”

3a. Which of the following sentences makes the best statement about identity as described in this
scene of Shaw’s Pygmalion? (RL.7.1)
a.
b.
c.
d.

Controlling another person’s identity is to disregard that person’s independence.
Changing a person’s identity for the better helps this person succeed in life.
Creating a new identity takes a lot of hard work.
Identity changes affect all the people in a person’s social circle.

3b. Select the piece of evidence from the text that best supports the theme.
a. HIGGINS. Besides, she's useful. She knows where my things are, and remembers my
appointments and so forth.
b. HIGGINS. As if I ever stop thinking about the girl and her confounded vowels and
consonants. I'm worn out, thinking about her.
c. PICKERING. Yes: that's the formula. "You don't think, sir." That's the end of every
conversation about Eliza.
d. MRS. HIGGINS. You certainly are a pretty pair of babies, playing with your live doll.*
4. Mrs. Higgins makes a comment that Higgins and Pickering are like children playing with a doll.
How do Pickering and Higgins react to her statement? (RL.7.3)
a.
b.
c.
d.

They assure her that they in fact treat Eliza very thoughtfully.
They agree with her assessment.
They are angered by the comparison to children.
They dismiss her statement as silly.
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Mid-Unit 2 Assessment: Using Evidence, Theme, and Inference to Analyze an Unseen
Passage in Pygmalion
5. In this scene, it is clear that Mrs. Higgins sees this experiment with Eliza quite differently than do
Higgins and Colonel Pickering. Identify a line from the text that demonstrates this idea. (RL.7.1)

6. Professor Higgins and Colonel Pickering cannot see Eliza beyond what she represents as an
experiment. Explain this idea and provide two pieces of textual support in your brief response.
(RL.7.1)
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Reader’s Notes:
Pygmalion, Section 6
Section

Setting

Characters

Plot

How do setting, characters, and/or plot
interact?
How do Higgins and Pickering feel about
working with Eliza?

6

Mrs. Higgins states, “You certainly are a
pretty pair of babies, playing with your
live doll.” What can we infer from this
statement about how Mrs. Higgins feels
about the experiment with Eliza?
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Reader’s Dictionary, Section 6
Word/Phrase

Page

Definition

Word/Phrase

Page

dialects

form of a language
that is spoken in a
particular area

quaintest

most odd, most
unusual

dash me

British slang: “I’ll be frightfully
damned”

British English:
extremely

pitch

highness or lowness
of sound

records

bee in her bonnet

slang: a person with
a “bee in her
bonnet” is upset
about something

confounded

slang/curse:
“damn,” as in “the
damn cat”

gramophone disks
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Definition

2-Point Rubric: Short Response
2-point Response

The features of a 2-point response are:
• Valid inferences and/or claims from the text where required by the prompt
• Evidence of analysis of the text where required by the prompt
• Relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, and/or other information from
the text to develop response according to the requirements of the prompt
• Sufficient number of facts, definitions, concrete details, and/or other
information from the text as required by the prompt
• Complete sentences where errors do not impact readability

1-point Response

The features of a 1-point response are:
• A mostly literal recounting of events or details from the text as required by
the prompt
• Some relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, and/or other information
from the text to develop response according to the requirements of the
prompt
• Incomplete sentences or bullets

0-point Response

The features of a 0-point response are:
• A response that does not address any of the requirements of the prompt or
is totally inaccurate
• No response (blank answer)
• A response that is not written in English
• A response that is unintelligible or indecipherable

If the prompt requires two texts and the student only references one text, the response can be scored
no higher than a 1.
1From

New York State Department of Education, October 6, 2012.
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Text-Dependent Questions:
Pygmalion, Section 7
Name:
Date:
Questions

Answers

1. Look up the word pallor in your Reader’s
Dictionaries. Rewrite the sentence it appears
in, in your own words.
2. To what is Eliza reacting so violently here on
page 64 (“Eliza flinches violently”), and why?
3. What can we infer is occurring internally in
Eliza from this stage direction, “Eliza’s beauty
becomes murderous,” on page 65?

4. Higgins’s stage direction for the line “Why? In
heaven’s name, why?” is “staring after her in
sincere surprise.” The author is making clear
that Higgins has not intended to hurt Eliza in
the conversation so far and is genuinely
shocked that she is so unhappy. Given what
we know about Higgins’s character, why does
this stage direction make sense for him?
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Text-Dependent Questions:
Pygmalion, Section 7
Name:
Date:
Questions

Answers

5. What does Eliza mean by this line?
“I sold flowers. I didn’t sell myself. Now
you’ve made a lady of me, I’m not fit to sell
anything else.”
6. What have you learned about each character,
the plot, and/or the setting from this close
read that students could use to direct their Act
IV performance of Readers Theater? Write
down one or two examples.
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Reader’s Notes:
Pygmalion, Section 7
Name:
Date:

Section

Setting

Characters

Plot

7

How do setting, character, and/or
plot interact?
How does Eliza “wound Higgins to the
heart”? Use a “quote sandwich” to answer
this question.

Why does Eliza get on her hands and
knees to find the ring she has just given
back to Higgins?
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Reader’s Notes:
Pygmalion, Section 7
Reader’s Dictionary
Word/Phrase

Page

Definition

Word/Phrase

Page

pallor

63

paleness, especially of the face

moderates

67

purgatory

65

genial

68

presumptuous

66

dudgeon

69

lofty/loftiest

66

perfunctorily

69
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Definition

Text-Dependent Questions:
Pygmalion, Section 8
Name:
Date:
Questions

Answers

1. Look up the word vehement in your Reader’s
Dictionaries. The next line Doolittle has is:
“See here! Do you see this? You done this.” If
he is saying this line vehemently, what would
he look like and sound like?

2. The text says that Higgins is “furious.” Why is
Higgins furious that Eliza will not return to
Wimpole Street with him?

3. We have seen that Eliza is a natural mimic and
actor and learned quickly how to behave as an
upper-class lady. In this stage direction on
page 78, Eliza has “turned on” all her powers
of acting to seem completely calm and at ease,
though we know she was completely
distressed the night before. What is Eliza’s
intent in behaving this way? What in the text
makes you think so?
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Text-Dependent Questions:
Pygmalion, Section 8
Name:
Date:
Questions

Answers

4. Why would being called “Miss Doolittle” on
page 80 be “the beginning of self-respect” for
Eliza?

5. What does this line mean: “The difference
between a lady and a flower girl is not how she
behaves, but how she is treated”?
Remember that class distinctions in Victorian
England were extremely strict. How do you
think Victorian audiences might have reacted
to the idea that “the difference between a lady
and a flower girl is not how she behaves, but
how she is treated”?
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Reader’s Notes:
Pygmalion, Section 8
Name:
Date:
Section

Setting

Characters

Plot

How do setting, character, and/or
plot interact?

8

How does Higgins react to Eliza’s speech
about learning true manners and
kindness not from Higgins, but from
Colonel Pickering?

How does Eliza react to her father’s
newfound wealth?
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Reader’s Notes:
Pygmalion, Section 8
Reader’s Dictionary
Word/Phrase
vehement

Page

Definition

Word/Phrase

with strong feeling

staggeringly

ottoman

provocation

conscience stricken

scullery-maid

self-possessed

relapse

64

Page

Definition

Reader’s Dictionary
Word/Phrase

Page

Definition

Word/Phrase

vehement

with strong feeling

staggeringly

astonishingly

ottoman

an upholstered footstool

provocation

something that provokes a reaction

conscience stricken

feeling badly about one’s actions

scullery-maid

a maid hired specifically to wash
pots and pans

self-possessed

showing calm

relapse

a recurrence of illness after a period
of improvement
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Page

Definition

Checking for Understanding Entry Task:
Pygmalion, Section 8
Name:
Date:
Using your Reader’s Notes from Section 8 and the text of the play, answer the question.
Read the following quote.
Eliza: And there were a hundred little things you never noticed, because they came naturally to you.
Things about standing up and taking off your hat and opening doors—
Pickering: Oh, that was nothing.
Eliza: Yes; things that showed you thought and felt about me as if I were something better than a
scullery-maid; though of course I know you would have been just the same to a scullery-maid if she
had been let in the drawing room.”
How does this quote reflect Eliza’s belief that “the difference between a lady and a flower girl is not
how she behaves, but how she’s treated”?
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Text-Dependent Questions:
Pygmalion, Section 9
Name:
Date:
Questions

Answers

1. The text reads, “The great secret, Eliza, is not
having bad manners or good manners or any
other particular sort of manners, but having
the same manners for all human souls.” What
evidence do we have from previous sections of
the play that Higgins means what he says?
You may need to go back into previous acts of
the play for this answer.
2. Eliza says to Higgins, “Don’t you try to get
round me. You’ll have to do without me.”
How does this line contrast with Act IV, when
she cries, “Where am I to go? What am I to
do?”
3. In this speech on page 85, Higgins rejects the
idea that you can “buy” someone’s affection or
respect by doing kind things for them, and he
accuses Eliza of doing so while she has stayed
with him. Do you agree with Higgins? Use
evidence from the play to support your
answer.
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Text-Dependent Questions:
Pygmalion, Section 9
Questions

Answers

4. The stage direction reads, “He recoils and
finds himself sitting on his heels.” Look up the
word recoil in your Reader’s Dictionary. What
has happened to Higgins in this stage
direction?
5. It is this section of the play where we see the
strongest effects that the experiment has had
on Eliza. Summarize what these effects are.
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Super Speed Quote Sandwich:
Pygmalion Ending Predictions
Name:
Date:

Introduce the quote.
This includes the “who” and “when” of the quote.
Sample sentence starters for introducing a quote:
In Act ______, _______________________________.
While the author is _______________, he________________.
After ___________, the author ________________________.

Include the quote.
Make sure to punctuate the quote correctly, using quotation marks. Remember to cite the page
number in parentheses after the quote.

Analyze the quote.
This is where you explain how the quote supports your idea.
Sample sentence starters for quote analysis:
This means that _________________________________.
This shows that __________________________________.
This demonstrates that ____________________________.
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Reader’s Notes:
Pygmalion, Section 9
Name:
Date:
Section

Setting

Characters

Plot

9

How do setting, character,
and/or plot interact?
Does Eliza succumb to
Higgins’s demand to return to
Wimpole Street? Why or why
not?
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Reader’s Notes:
Pygmalion, Section 9
Reader’s Dictionary
Word/Phrase

Page

composedly

Definition

Word/Phrase

Page

83

impudent

88

averted

85

consort
battleship

88

recoil

86

incorrigible

89

infatuated

86

disdainfully

89

to shrink back, usually from a
feeling of horror
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Definition

Pygmalion:
Epilogue Adaptation
Name:
Date:

The rest of the story need not be shown in action. Indeed, it would not require telling at all if people
were not so accustomed to fairy-tale endings. The common expectation would be that Eliza, as
heroine of this drama, would marry Henry Higgins, its hero. This is a thoughtless, absurd assumption,
which should be obvious to anyone with any human feeling.
When Eliza Doolittle told Henry Higgins she would not marry him, she was not playing at being coy
and flirtatious. She had announced a well-considered decision for herself: Eliza was a young woman
who knew she was free to choose a husband for herself, and she chose not to marry Higgins.
Why do we want Eliza to marry Higgins, and why has she decided she could not marry him? One of
the reasons Higgins supplies for us himself when he tells his mother that he would not marry because
he would never find anyone as charming as she was. Eliza sensed his first loyalty to his mother and
was instinctively aware that Higgins would never be the kind of man who would be open to love, that
he did not have “the makings of a married man in him.” Furthermore, Eliza did not want to be a
second interest to him, with his research into phonetics being his first love and passion. These reasons,
coupled with Higgins’s bullying personality, provide more than enough grounds for her refusing to
marry him.
Whom will Eliza marry? Recall that she mentions to Higgins that young Mr. Frederick Eynsford Hill,
known as Freddy, has been pouring his heart out to Eliza in daily love letters. What is the attraction?
Freddy is a gentleman, treats her kindly, loves her unaffectedly, and is unlikely to dominate Eliza in
any way. And marry Freddy is exactly what Eliza did.
Eliza and Freddy had difficulties, but they were economic, not romantic. Freddy’s family kept up the
appearances of their former wealth with “an air of gentility,” but they were really quite poor. Freddy
had no occupation and no education to support Eliza. Eliza’s father, having come into sudden and
strange wealth, refused to support the couple and add to his growing financial burdens. Colonel
Pickering alone came to the rescue.
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Pygmalion:
Epilogue Adaptation
The colonel suggested to Eliza that she consider her former idea of opening a flower shop as a way to
make and maintain a livelihood. Freddy thought the idea a splendid one, though neither of the young
people had any notion how to run a business. The colonel helped Eliza and Freddy establish the shop,
which is in the arcade of a railway station. Eliza’s experience selling flowers from a basket proved to
be of limited value, and Freddy’s ability to name the flower varieties in Latin dazzled only his wife.
Colonel Pickering explained what a checkbook was, and what a bank account was, and helped them
make ends meet over and over again. Eliza and Freddy refused to believe they could save money by
hiring a bookkeeper who had some knowledge of business. At last, the colonel gently insisted the
young couple hire a bookkeeper for the flower shop (after all, the shop and everything in it was bought
with Colonel Pickering’s money).
Despite Eliza and Freddy’s attempts to learn about their business by taking courses in bookkeeping,
shorthand, and typing, they gave up these efforts: They seemed to be learning nothing about flower
shops. Luck seemed to follow the young couple, though. The business was starting to take care of itself.
They had forgotten their objections to employing other people. The flower shop was prospering.
Eliza and Freddy enjoyed their time as people of leisure. They spent weekends in the country, drove a
fancy car, and ate splendid dinners. Freddy never let the prosperity go to his head, and he was never
ostentatious. Eliza, on the other hand, “swanked like anything.”
That is all. Eliza continued to stay in the lives of Higgins and the colonel. She loves the colonel as if
she were a favorite daughter, but she does not like Higgins. Eliza nags at him and snaps his head off at
the slightest provocation. Higgins, for his part, storms and bullies, but Eliza stands up to him so
ruthlessly that sometimes the colonel has to beg Eliza to be kinder to Higgins.
But Eliza knows that they are tied to each other in some way. She is immensely interested in him but
knows that she matters to Higgins no more than he cares about his slippers. And so this is how it
turned out: Like Galatea, Eliza never really liked the man who made her. Pygmalion and Higgins
exerted too much power over them to be agreeable people.
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Pygmalion:
Epilogue Excerpt
Name:
Date:

Thus Freddy and Eliza, now Mr. and Mrs. Eynsford Hill, would have spent a penniless
honeymoon but for a wedding present of 500 pounds 1 from the Colonel to Eliza. It lasted a long time
because Freddy did not know how to spend money, never having had any to spend, and Eliza, socially
trained by a pair of old bachelors, wore her clothes as long as they held together and looked pretty,
without the least regard to their being many months out of fashion. Still, 500 pounds will not last two
young people for ever; and they both knew, and Eliza felt as well, that they must shift for themselves
in the end. She could quarter herself on Wimpole Street 2 because it had come to be her home; but she
was quite aware that she ought not to quarter Freddy there, and that it would not be good for his
character if she did.
Not that the Wimpole Street bachelors objected. When she consulted them, Higgins declined to
be bothered about her housing problem when that solution was so simple. Eliza's desire to have
Freddy in the house with her seemed of no more importance than if she had wanted an extra piece of
bedroom furniture.

1 The British pound is the unit of currency in the United Kingdom, as the dollar is in the United States of America.
2

at the home of Professor Henry Higgins
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Text-Dependent Questions:
Pygmalion, Epilogue Excerpt
Name:
Date:
Questions

Answers

1. Given the context of the previous sentences,
infer what the phrase “shift for themselves”
might mean.
2. Why would “quartering,” or living, in
Wimpole Street not be good for Freddy’s
character? Provide evidence from the play to
support your answer.
3. Knowing what we know about Higgins as a
character, why does it make sense that to
Higgins, having Freddy in his house “seemed
of no more importance than if [Eliza] had
wanted an extra piece of bedroom furniture”?
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End of Unit 2 Assessment Prompt:
Pygmalion Argument Essay
Focus Question:
“Eliza Doolittle changes her outward identity (speech, mannerisms, clothing)
throughout the play. Does she change her inner identity (values, character) as well?”
After reading Pygmalion, write an argument essay that addresses this question.
Support your position with evidence from the play. Be sure to acknowledge competing views and refer
only to information and events in the play.
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Take a Stand Statements
Given what I know about Eliza in the beginning of the play and Eliza at the end, is there strong
evidence that she has changed internally—or strong evidence that she has not changed internally?
1.
Statement A
Eliza has changed internally
because she now has
completely different clothes,
speech, and manners.

Statement B

OR

Eliza has changed internally
because she now knows she
can never go back to her old,
lower-class world.

2.
Statement A
Eliza has not changed
internally because she is the
same energetic, outgoing
character from the beginning
of the play to the end.

Statement B

OR

Eliza has not changed
internally because she refuses
to go shopping for Higgins at
the end of the play.

3.
Statement A
Eliza has changed internally
because she is able to stand up
to Higgins’s bullying more
effectively at the end of the
play.

Statement B

OR
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Eliza has changed internally
because she believes she can
marry Freddy as a way of
taking care of herself.

New York State Expository Writing Rubric Homework
Directions: Read the criteria below from the NYS Expository Writing Rubric .
Command of Evidence Criteria from the NYS Expository Writing Rubric (argument
version)
4

3

2

1

0

• develops the
claim with
relevant, wellchosen facts,
definitions,
concrete
details,
quotations, or
other
information
and examples
from the
text(s)

• develops the
claim with
relevant facts,
definitions,
details,
quotations, or
other
information
and examples
from the
text(s)

• partially
develops the
claim of the
essay with the
use of some
textual
evidence, some
of which may
be irrelevant

• demonstrates
an attempt to
use evidence,
but only
develops ideas
with minimal,
occasional
evidence that
is generally
invalid or
irrelevant

• provides no
evidence or
provide
evidence that
is completely
irrelevant

• sustains the
use of varied,
relevant
evidence
• skillfully and
logically
explains how
evidence
supports ideas

• sustains the
use of relevant
evidence, with
some lack of
variety
• logically
explains how
evidence
supports ideas

• uses relevant
evidence
inconsistently
• sometimes
logically
explains how
evidence
supports ideas
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• attempts to
explain how
evidence
supports ideas

• does not
explain how
evidence
supports ideas

New York State Expository Writing Rubric Homework
Directions: Read the criteria below from the NYS Expository Writing Rubric .
1. Reread the box from Column 4 of the rubric above and rewrite it in your own words:

Definitions
relevant: relating closely to the topic at hand
concrete: specific and clear
sustains: keeps on; maintains
varied: different
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Entry Task:
Pygmalion, Lesson 13
Name:
Date:

1. Read the learning targets for this lesson and circle the words that are the most
important.
I can explain what it means to write a coherent argument essay with appropriate structure and
relevant evidence.
I can analyze the argument in a model essay.
2. Think about a time that you were in an argument with someone. What causes an
argument?
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Pygmalion
Writer’s Glossary
This glossary is for academic words related to the writing process and products. In Module 1, students
were introduced to the New York State Expository Writing Rubric and its vocabulary. Using that as a
foundation, this Writer’s Glossary adds to students’ vocabulary around writing. Feel free to create
more pages for this glossary as more vocabulary about writing is taught throughout the year.
WORD/PHRASE

Definition

appropriate
(opposite: inappropriate)

correct or suitable for a particular time, situation, or purpose
Ex: Nice pants and a nice shirt are appropriate to wear to a job
interview.

argument

reasoned thinking that supports a specific claim or position
Ex: The lawyer made the argument that cell phones are a distraction
to drivers, using many statistics about cell phone-related accidents.

claim

a statement that a speaker or writer is trying to prove, usually by
using evidence
Ex: In the trial, the defendant presented a claim that she was
innocent.

coherent
(opposite: incoherent)

when something such as a piece of writing is easy to understand
because its parts are connected in a clear and reasonable way
opposite: when something is hard to understand or does not make
sense

reason

a justification of a claim; an explanation
Ex: The reason teenagers should drink milk is that the calcium in
milk builds strong bones.

relevant evidence

details or quotes from a text that directly relate to the subject or
problem being discussed or considered
Ex: Sally used relevant evidence in her essay on the theme of
survival in Hunger Games.
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Pygmalion
Writer’s Glossary
WORD/PHRASE

Definition

irrelevant

not related to the subject being discussed

counterclaim

the opposing viewpoint or the opposite of the main claim in an essay

well-chosen evidence

evidence that is relevant and specific

illustrates

to give the reader a clear picture in his mind

Other new words you
encountered:
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Pygmalion
Model Essay: Alfred Doolittle, The Same as Ever
Altered prompt: Eliza’s father, Mr. Doolittle, appears greatly changed from Act 1 to Act 5: In his
clothes, his financial circumstances, and his social position, Mr. Doolittle is a different person. Has
Mr. Doolittle changed on the inside as well? Explore his behavior, his expressed values, and specific
decisions as you consider your answer.
``````````````````````````````
It is said that clothes make the man, but what do they make him? In the case of Alfred Doolittle, the
father of the main character, Eliza, in George Bernard Shaw’s play Pygmalion, the answer is, “Not
much.” In the play, Eliza Doolittle is trained by speech professor Henry Higgins, who takes a bet that
he can pass Eliza off as an upper-class lady in London society. Eliza’s impoverished father, Alfred, is
interested in this experiment, since it might provide him with a little cash. However, despite the
“extreme makeover” of Mr. Doolittle’s outward appearance that occurs later on, he has much the same
internal identity throughout the play.
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Pygmalion
Model Essay: Alfred Doolittle, The Same as Ever
Audiences meet Mr. Doolittle for the first time in Act 2. Mr. Doolittle is dressed as a dustman (a
garbage collector), which is his profession, and yet his personality is very strong and self-assured.
Specifically, Mr. Doolittle is extremely self-centered. He comes into Henry Higgins’s home to exploit
an opportunity to get money from Higgins, attempting to have Higgins pay for the opportunity to
conduct the experiment upon Eliza. For example, he says: “Will you take advantage of a man’s nature
to do him out of the price of his own daughter what he’s brought up and fed and clothed by the sweat
of his brow until she’s growed big enough to be interesting to you two gentlemen? Is five pounds
unreasonable?” From this offer, we can tell that Mr. Doolittle is perfectly willing to hand his daughter
over to strangers for a small amount of money so that he can entertain himself. His desire to get rid of
Eliza indicates the depth of his selfishness.

Next, nothing is heard from Mr. Doolittle again until Act 5, when he reappears greatly changed,
dressed very formally and splendidly for a wedding. It comes to light that he is the recipient of an
enormous annual salary, as the result of a joke Higgins made to a rich American that Alfred Doolittle
is a brilliant thinker and moralist. It may seem at this point that Mr. Doolittle has completely changed
because of his good luck; however, he remains the same self-absorbed man that he was in Act I. When
Mrs. Higgins asks Mr. Doolittle to step out of the room for a moment so as not to surprise Eliza, he
agrees: “As you wish, lady. Anything to help Henry to keep her off my hands.” This demonstrates that
even with his change in fortune, Mr. Doolittle is just as eager to give up his responsibility for Eliza as
he was in Act I. In fact, Mr. Doolittle may be wearing silken clothes and expensive shoes, but he is a
loud reminder that it takes more than a fancy suit to transform a character.
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Pygmalion
Model Essay: Alfred Doolittle, The Same as Ever
In conclusion, Mr. Doolittle remains true to his own self in character, even while his clothes and
appearance change considerably. The evidence from Act I and Act V clearly supports this view. Due to
his desire to get rid of his own daughter and keep all his fortune to himself, his inner identity is that is
a self-assured—and selfish—character from the beginning of the play to the end.
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Explanatory Essay vs. Argument Essay
Explanatory Essay Prompt

Argument Essay Prompt

After reading the novel and accounts of the experiences of the
people of Southern Sudan during and after the Second Sudanese
Civil War, write an essay that addresses the theme of survival by
answering the question: What factors made survival
possible for Salva in A Long Walk to Water? Support your
discussion with evidence from the novel.

After reading Pygmalion, write an argument essay that
addresses the question: In the play Pygmalion, Eliza
changes her external identity. Does she change her
internal identity as well? Support your position with
evidence from the play. Be sure to acknowledge competing views
and refer only to information and events in the script, not what
you know because you live in 2013.
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Building an Argument Essay

CLAIM

REASON

REASON

EVIDENCE
EVIDENCE
EVIDENCE

EVIDENCE
EVIDENCE
EVIDENCE

• Remember:
• ANALYSIS CONNECTS EVIDENCE AND REASONS.
• EVIDENCE CAN BE A QUOTE OR A DETAIL FROM THE TEXT.
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Writing Improvement Tracker
Name:
Date:
Directions: Read the criteria below.
Strategies to Improve Writing
Revise my writing (or my planning) multiple
times.

Ask myself, “Does this make sense?”

Look at models.

Read the necessary texts closely.

Read other people’s work.

Talk through my ideas with an adult.

Ask questions when I have them.

Use quote sandwiches.

Take a break and reread with fresh eyes.

Have another student write the gist of my
paragraphs and make sure it matches what I
thought it was.
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Writing Improvement Tracker
Essay from Module 1
Directions: Look at the first two rows of the New York State Expository Writing Rubric.
1. What did I do well in my essay?

2. What do I need to improve?

3. What is my goal for the next module for those areas? (Be specific: “I will do better” is too general.)

4. Look at the list of strategies at the top of this tracker. What one or two strategies will I use to meet
my goal in the next module?
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Writing Improvement Tracker
Essay from Module 2
Directions: Look at the first two rows of the Argument Essay Rubric.
1. What did I do well in my essay?

2. What do I need to improve?

3. What is my goal for the next module for those areas? (Be specific: “I will do better” is too general.)

4. Look at the list of strategies at the top of this tracker. What one or two strategies will I use to meet
my goal in the next module?
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Writing Improvement Tracker
Essay from Module 3
Directions: Look at the first two rows of the New York State Expository Writing Rubric.
1. What did I do well in my essay?

2. What do I need to improve?

3. What is my goal for the next module for those areas? (Be specific: “I will do better” is too general.)

4. Look at the list of strategies at the top of this tracker. What one or two strategies will I use to meet
my goal in the next module?
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Writing Improvement Tracker
Essay from Module 4
Directions: Look at the first two rows of the Argument Essay Rubric.
1. What did I do well in my essay?

2. What do I need to improve?

3. What is my goal for the next module for those areas? (Be specific: “I will do better” is too general.)

4. Look at the list of strategies at the top of this tracker. What one or two strategies will I use to meet
my goal in the next module?
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Analyzing Evidence in the Model Essay
Find an example of a quote sandwich in the model essay and use it to fill in this graphic organizer.

Introduce the quote.
This includes the “who” and “when” of the quote.
Sample sentence starters for introducing a quote:
In Act______, _______________________________.
While the author is _______________, he________________.
After ___________, the author ________________________.

Include the quote.
Make sure to punctuate the quote correctly, using quotation marks. Remember to cite the page
number in parentheses after the quote.

Analyze the quote.
This is where you explain how the quote supports your idea.
Sample sentence starters for quote analysis:
This means that _________________________________.
This shows that __________________________________.
This demonstrates that ____________________________.
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Analyzing Evidence in the Model Essay
1. How does the quote sandwich relate to the paragraph it is in?

2.

How does the quote sandwich relate to the claim?
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Analyzing Structure of the Model Essay
Name:
Date:
What is the claim/thesis of the model essay?

Body Paragraph 1: evidence to support claim from the beginning of the play
A. Topic sentence(s)
B. Introduce the evidence.
C Include the
quote/evidence.
D. Analyze the evidence.

E. Concluding sentence
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Analyzing Structure of the Model Essay
Body Paragraph 2: evidence to support claim from the end of the play
A. Topic sentence(s)
B. Introduce the evidence.
C. Include the
quote/evidence.
D. Analyze the evidence.

E. Concluding sentence
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Analyzing Structure of the Model Essay
Counterclaim
What counterclaims does the author acknowledge, and where?
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Exit Ticket
Name:
Date:

Directions: Reread the conclusion from the model essay on Pygmalion. Underline the claim and
circle the reasons restated in this conclusion.
In conclusion, Mr. Doolittle remains true to his own self in character, even while his clothes and
appearance change considerably. The evidence from Act I and Act V clearly support this view. Due
to his desire to get rid of his own daughter and keep all his fortune to himself, he is a self-assured—
and selfish—character from the beginning of the play to the end.
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Pygmalion
Essay Planner
Name:
Date:
Focus Question: Has Eliza Doolittle changed internally as well as externally?
I. Introduction
A. Hook to capture the
reader’s interest and
attention
B. Name the play and
author.

C. Give brief background
information to the
reader about the play
(characters, plot
overview, etc.).
D. Claim
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Pygmalion
Essay Planner
II. Body Paragraph 1: Evidence from the beginning of the play
A. Topic sentence

B. Introduce the evidence.

C. Include the
quote/evidence.

D. Analyze the evidence.

E. Concluding sentence
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Pygmalion
Essay Planner
III. Body Paragraph 2: Evidence from the end of the play
A. Topic sentence

B. Introduce the evidence.

C. Include the
quote/evidence.

D. Analyze the evidence.

E. Concluding sentence
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Pygmalion
Essay Planner
IV. Conclusion
A. Restate claim.

B. Summarize reasons.

C. Explain why your view is
worth consideration by
the reader.

V. Counterclaim
D. What counterclaim(s)
will you include in your
essay?

E. Where in your essay will
you acknowledge the
counterclaim(s)?
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Pygmalion Essay Planner:
New York State Expository Rubric—argument version
Criteria

CCLS

4

3

2

1

0

CLAIM AND
REASONS:
the extent to
which the essay
conveys complex
ideas and
information
clearly and
accurately in
order to logically
support the
author’s claim.

W.2
R.1–9

clearly introduce the
text and the claim in
a manner that is
compelling and
follows logically from
the task and purpose
Claim and reasons
demonstrate
insightful analysis of
the text(s)

clearly introduce the text
and the claim in a manner
that follows from the task
and purpose

introduce the text and the
claim in a manner that
follows generally from the
task and purpose

introduce the text and the
claim in a manner that
does not logically follow
from the task and
purpose

claim and reasons
demonstrate a lack of
comprehension of the
text(s) or task

Claim and reasons
demonstrate gradeappropriate analysis of the
text(s)

Claim and reasons
demonstrate a literal
comprehension of the
text(s)

Acknowledges
counterclaim(s)
appropriately and clearly

acknowledge
counterclaim(s)
awkwardly

acknowledge
counterclaim(s)
skillfully and
smoothly
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Claim and reasons
demonstrate little
understanding of the
text(s)
does not acknowledge
counterclaim(s)

Pygmalion Essay Planner:
New York State Expository Rubric—argument version
Criteria

CCLS

4

3

2

1

0

COMMAND OF
EVIDENCE:
the extent to
which the essay
presents
evidence from
the provided
texts to support
argument

W.9
R.1-9

develop the claim
with relevant, wellchosen facts,
definitions, concrete
details, quotations, or
other information
and examples from
the text(s)

develop the claim with
relevant facts, definitions,
details, quotations, or
other information and
examples from the text(s)

partially develop the claim
of the essay with the use of
some textual evidence,
some of which may be
irrelevant

demonstrate an attempt
to use evidence, but only
develop ideas with
minimal, occasional
evidence that is generally
invalid or irrelevant

provide no evidence or
provide evidence that is
completely irrelevant

sustain the use of relevant
evidence, with some lack
of variety

use relevant evidence
inconsistently

sustain the use of
varied, relevant
evidence

logically explain how
evidence supports ideas

sometimes logically explain
how evidence supports
ideas

skillfully and logically
explain how evidence
supports ideas
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attempt to explain how
evidence supports ideas

do not explain how
evidence supports ideas

Pygmalion Essay Planner:
New York State Expository Rubric—argument version
Criteria

CCLS

4

3

2

1

0

COHERENCE,
ORGANIZATION,
AND STYLE:
the extent to
which
the essay logically
organizes complex
ideas, concepts,
and information
using formal style
and precise
language

W.2
L3.
L.6

exhibit clear organization,
with the skillful use of
appropriate and varied
transitions to create a unified
whole and enhance meaning

exhibit clear
organization, with the
use of appropriate
transitions to create a
unified whole

exhibit some attempt at
organization, with
inconsistent use of
transitions

exhibit little attempt at
organization, or
attempts to organize
are irrelevant to the
task

exhibit no evidence
of organization

establish and maintain a
formal style, using gradeappropriate, stylistically
sophisticated language and
domain-specific vocabulary
with a notable sense of voice

establish and
maintain a formal
style using precise
language and
domain-specific
vocabulary

provide a concluding
statement or section that is
compelling and follows
clearly from the claim and
reasons presented

provide a concluding
statement or section
that follows from the
claim and reasons
presented
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establish but fail to maintain
a formal style, with
inconsistent use of language
and domain-specific
vocabulary
provide a concluding
statement or section that
follows generally the claim
and reasons presented

lack a formal style,
using language that is
imprecise or
inappropriate for the
text(s) and task
provide a concluding
statement or section
that is illogical or
unrelated to the claim
and reasons presented

use language that is
predominantly
incoherent or copied
directly from the
text(s)
do not provide a
concluding
statement or section

Pygmalion Essay Planner:
New York State Expository Rubric—argument version
Criteria

CCLS

4

3

2

1

0

CONTROL OF
CONVENTIONS:
the extent to which
the essay
demonstrates
command of the
conventions of
standard English
grammar, usage,
capitalization,
punctuation, and
spelling

W.2
L.1
L.2

demonstrate
grade-appropriate
command of
conventions, with
few errors

demonstrate gradeappropriate command of
conventions, with
occasional errors that do
not hinder
comprehension

demonstrate emerging
command of
conventions, with some
errors that may hinder
comprehension

demonstrate a lack of
command of conventions,
with frequent errors that
hinder comprehension

are minimal, making
assessment of
conventions unreliable
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Peer Critique Protocol
Expectations
Be kind:

Treat others with dignity and respect.

Be specific:

Focus on why something is good or what, particularly, needs improvement.

Be helpful:

The goal is to help everyone improve their work.

Participate:

Support each other. Your feedback is valued!

Directions for Peer Critique Partners
Review Claim and Evidence Criteria from Rows 1 and 2 of New York State Expository Writing
argument rubric.
“Talk out” your Pygmalion Essay Planner. Go through the claim, reasons, and evidence and explain
them to your partner out loud. Your partner’s job right now is just to listen.
Give your partner your Pygmalion Essay Planner and point out the feedback question you would most
like suggestions about (choose from one of the following):
~ Do my reasons support my claim?
~ Does my evidence support my reasons?
Read over your partner’s Pygmalion Essay Planner.
One person shares his/her feedback using phrases like:
a. I really liked how you …
b. I wonder …
c. Maybe you could change …
Author writes it on his/her Peer Critique recording form.
Author says, “Thank you for _______________. My next step will be ____________.”
Switch roles and repeat.
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Peer Critique Protocol
Directions for Peer Critique Partners
Decide where you are going to make changes based on feedback.
Be sure to include changes when writing your essay and apply feedback to other quote sandwiches as
appropriate.
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Peer Critique Recording Form
Name:
Date:

Focus of Critique: Essay Planner
My partner thinks the best thing about my reasons or evidence is …

My partner wondered about …

My partner suggested I …

My next step(s) …
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Exit Ticket
Name:
Date:
On a scale of 1 to 5, 1 being the least and 5 being the most, rate yourself on how strongly you feel you
achieved the learning targets today. ___________
1. What part of planning is hard for you?

2. What help do you need to finish your plan?
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Transitions Anchor Chart
TRANSITIONS
From the Model Essay

Brainstorm
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Pygmalion Essay Goal-Setting Sheet
What is one thing you want to be sure your essay accomplishes by the end of the next class? Be very
specific. Examples might include:
• I want to have drafted four body paragraphs instead of two.
• I want to make sure my evidence is tightly connected to my claim.
• I want to punctuate all my quotes properly.
• I want to use at least two quote sandwiches.
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End of Unit 2 Assessment Prompt:
Pygmalion Argument Essay
Name:
Date:
Focus Question:
“Eliza Doolittle changes her outward identity (speech, mannerisms, clothing)
throughout the play. Does she change her inner identity (values, character) as well?”
After reading Pygmalion, write an argument essay that addresses this question.
Support your position with evidence from the play. Be sure to acknowledge competing views and refer
only to information and events in the play.
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Eliza’s Identity: Exit Ticket and Homework
Name:
Date:
Exit Ticket
Over the course of the play, we have discussed Eliza in depth. List some of the aspects of her identity
here:

Homework
Answer each question below with a well-written paragraph each. Make sure to refer to specific details
from the text.
1. What is one of Eliza’s character traits that you would like to cultivate in yourself as a part of your
identity? Why? How did it help Eliza? How would it help you in today’s world?
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Eliza’s Identity: Exit Ticket and Homework
2. What is one of Eliza’s character traits that you would not like to cultivate? Why? How did it hurt
Eliza? How would it hurt you in today’s world?

3. The author of Pygmalion, George Bernard Shaw, knew that his play would be viewed mostly by the
upper-class theater audiences of England. What do you think he wanted his audiences to learn
from his play?
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Learning Resources
CoSer 501
Educational Media

Equal Opportunity Notice
CA BOCES hereby advises students, parents, employees and the general public that it offers employment,
programs and educational opportunities, including vocational education opportunities, without regard to gender,
race, color, national origin, handicap or any other legally protected status. Inquiries regarding this nondiscrimination policy and grievance procedures may be directed to :
Human Resources Director, Cattaraugus-Allegany BOCES, 1825 Windfall Road, Olean, NY 14760; 716-3768237.

